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		This handbook summarizes the research results on hydraulic problems in centrifugal pump design and describes the state of the art in a comprehensive way. For this 4th edition, current research results of practical relevance were included. The selection and presentation of the material was oriented towards the needs of pump manufacturers, system planners and pump operators. Much space is devoted to understanding the physical relationships as essential knowledge for correct application. The latter is supported by more than 160 diagrams and tables for calculation and problem diagnosis .

	
		The book has been extensively updated. New additions:

	
		- A separate chapter on "Vibrations on vertical pumps".

	
		- Measurements of hydraulic exciter and impeller reaction forces

	
		- Alternating stresses and fatigue fractures of impellers

	
		- a critical study on the accuracy of numerical flow calculations of pumps

	
		- Design of inlet housings and double spirals for multistage pumps.
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Fundamentals of AlgorithmicsPrentice Hall, 1995

	This is an introductory-level algorithm book. It includes worked-out examples and detailed proofs. Presents Algorithms by type rather than application. KEY TOPICS: Includes structured material by techniques employed, not by the application area, so readers can progress from the underlying abstract concepts to the concrete application...
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Java All-In-One Desk Reference For DummiesFor Dummies, 2005
9 books in 1— your key to success with Java!
Your one-stop guide to the most-used language for application development     

There's no question that Java is the popular kid on the block, and knowing Java will definitely boost your reputation as a developer. Here are all the Java essentials packed into one handy resource. Find out...
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Java SecretsJohn Wiley & Sons, 1997
Java is generally a well-documented language, but not every language feature is fully specified, documented, or identical across all platforms. Java Secrets takes you into this Java twilight zone and introduces you to the language's hidden power. The book's first section explores the inner workings of many Java mechanisms, including...
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Afghanistan: A History from 1260 to the PresentReaktion Books, 2019

	
		Located at the intersection of Asia and the Middle East, Afghanistan has been strategically important for thousands of years. Its ancient routes and strategic position between India, Inner Asia, China, Persia, and beyond has meant the region has been subject to frequent invasions, both peaceful and military. As a result, modern...
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Power Phone Scripts: 500 Word-for-Word Questions, Phrases, and Conversations to Open and Close More SalesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2017

	Start closing sales like top producers!


	Have you ever found yourself at a loss for what to say when the gatekeeper asks you what your call is about? Have your palms ever sweated when the decision maker shuts you down with: “I wouldn’t be interested”? Has your heart taken a fast dive into your stomach when,...
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Visualizing Quaternions (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Interactive 3D Technology)Morgan Kaufmann, 2006

	Introduced 160 years ago as an attempt to generalize complex numbers to higher dimensions, quaternions are now recognized as one of the most important concepts in modern computer graphics. They offer a powerful way to represent rotations and compared to rotation matrices they use less memory, compose faster, and are naturally suited for...
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